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 The system not only used the original analog circuitry, but it also included many of KORG's earliest musical devices, giving the
Legacy Collection an authenticity like none before. In the Legacy Collection, KORG has recreated the legendary TX81Z, the

first keyboard with digital synthesis, and the flagship TX81. The Legacy Collection's synthesizers are based on the original
hardware designs, and are faithful to the original. Users can recreate the precise sound of the instruments through the use of

authentic sound parameters and a faithful recreation of the analog circuits used to generate those sounds. KORG has provided
users with sound parameter settings that are consistent with those used during the original instrument's development. Because

these parameters were used by key members of the KORG design team, users can hear the sound of the Legacy Collection
synthesizers exactly as they were intended to be heard. Users can also bring the sounds of these vintage instruments back to life
through a wide variety of uses, such as using the TX81Z to emulate a modular synthesizer, the TX81 to play like an OASYS, or
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even to create an ARP model. KORG has also carefully recreated the sounds of KORG's other classic keyboards, the TX-01,
TX-50, TX-71 and TX-80. In addition to faithfully recreating the sound, the Legacy Collection's synthesizers include all of the

functionalities associated with these classic devices, including a full complement of built-in sound modules and the iconic
24-note sequencer. KORG synthesizers have been called "world-class" by many of the most famous musicians, from the Beatles
to Steve Vai. With KORG's Legacy Collection, users can experience the legendary KORG synthesizers they know and love in
the way they were originally intended to be heard: through software. For a limited time, KORG is offering Legacy Collection

synthesizers in the US for the special price of $499, through KORG.com or directly from KORG.com/US. Sign in to add a gift.
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